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Stretching Exercises For The Neck

Try these simple stretches to keep your neck �exible. Stand tall with your arms folded across your chest. Slowly open 
one arm up and over your head, bending your elbow and reaching as far as possible. Then close your hand into a �st 
and gently push your shoulder blades together. Next, open both arms wide and reach out in front of you, palms facing 
each other. Squeeze your shoulder blades together and lift your chin slightly off your chest. Finally, raise your arms 
above your head and look upward.

Try these three variations:

1. Reach your left arm straight up and your right arm in front of your ear. Keeping your elbows bent, rotate your upper 
arms clockwise until they point directly overhead. Return to the starting position. Rotate your upper arms 
counterclockwise until they point straight ahead.

2. Raise your left arm straight up behind your head and extend your right arm in front. Now turn your upper arms 
counter-clock-wise until they point straight forward. Turn your upper arms clockwise so they point to the sky.

3. Extend your left arm straight up above your head and extend your index �nger. Keep your palm facing downward. Pull 
your index �nger backward and feel how much farther it moves when you extend your middle �nger. With your middle 
�nger extended, move your thumb outward to meet it. Feel how much further your �ngers separate.

4. Stretch your arms straight up above your head. Allow your �ngertips to touch your ears. Gently bend your elbows and 
bring your forearms closer to your ears.

5. Bend your elbows and lean forward. Place your hands on the �oor in front of you and slowly push yourself up using 
your arms. As you rise, stretch your legs toward the ceiling.

6. While standing, cross your ankles and then uncross them. Hold your ankles and pull your toes back towards your 
shins.

7. To stretch your hamstrings, stand with your feet hip width apart. Bend one knee and step that foot backwards. Lean 
forward and allow your heel to drop to the ground.



What Exercises Help With Flexibility?

There are many �exibility exercises, but they all aim to improve our ability to move through space without getting stuck 
or injured. These include stretching, yoga, Pilates, tai chi, and other forms of movement practice.

The best way to start any new exercise program is by building slowly. Start with just �ve minutes of activity three times 
per week. Gradually increase this amount to 15 minutes three times per week. Then work up to 30 minutes three times 
per week, and so on.

Health bene�ts from stretching include improved posture (which can help prevent injury), increased range of motion, 
pain relief, decreased muscle tension, and reduced risk of illness. It may also have psychological effects such as stress 
reduction.

Balance issues, including dizziness, are common among older adults because their balance centers are no longer as 
effective. The most important thing to remember is that building strength will help you maintain a better balance and 
avoid falling.

Stretching is a great way to stay limber, which helps strengthen your core muscles, improves your balance, and relieves 
stiffness in joints. A good idea is to do at least two sets of 10 repetitions every day.

A �exible body allows you to perform daily activities more easily, such as walking, climbing stairs, lifting heavy objects, 
sports, dancing, playing music,.

Why Can't I Touch My Toes?

If you cannot touch your toes, then you may suffer from carpal tunnel syndrome. This condition occurs when nerves in 
your wrist become compressed. The symptoms include numbness and tingling in your �ngers. Carpal tunnel syndrome 



can also cause pain and weakness in your hands.

Your doctor will perform a physical examination and ask about your medical history. He or she might order blood tests 
to check liver function, thyroid function, kidney function, vitamin levels, and cholesterol. A chest X-ray may be done to 
look for signs of lung disease. An electrocardiogram (EKG) test may be performed to measure heart rhythm and rate.

A physical therapist may also incorporate static stretches into treatment plans. Static stretching involves holding a 
position while lengthening certain muscles. Your therapist will teach you how to safely stretch your wrists and neck. You 
will learn how to stretch properly and hold each stretch for 20 seconds before releasing the position.

Dynamic stretching is another type of stretching. Dynamic stretching involves moving through unique positions while 
maintaining proper form. Examples include jumping jacks, leg swings, and side bends.

It's possible for arthritis patients to develop carpal tunnel syndrome. If you experience numbness and tingles in your 
hand, talk to your doctor about whether you could bene�t from stretching exercises.

How To Improve Your Balance

Here are some tips to keep your balance:

Stand tall. Your spine should be aligned vertically, not horizontally.

Practice keeping your shoulders down and relaxed.

Avoid crossing your legs or sitting in a position that puts pressure on your knees.



Use light weights for resistance training. If you use too heavy a weight, you could injure yourself.

Don't overdo it. You don't need to spend hours each day working out. Three quick sessions per week 
will su�ce.

Beginner Stretches To Improve Flexibility

They designed a beginner stretch to help improve �exibility by stretching out tight muscles and improving range of 
motion. We can do it at home or even while watching TV or listening to music. Here are some examples of stretches you 
can try:

Standing Side Stretch – Stand with one leg straight and hold onto the other foot with both hands. 
Bend forward at the hips and place your arms along the wall behind you. Slowly lean back so your 
torso is parallel to the �oor. Hold this position for 30 seconds before returning to standing. Repeat 
on the opposite side.

Standing Forward Fold – Stand with your feet shoulder-width apart. Place your palms together in 
front of your chest and gently fold forward until your forehead touches your kneecaps. Allow your 
head to hang naturally between your arms and then return to the starting position. Do this pose 
several times.

Standing Backbend – Stand upright with your feet shoulder-distance apart. Keep your heels close 
to your buttocks and bend backward. As you lower your body, make sure your elbows remain 
perpendicular to your sides. Relax your arms and let them fall loosely to your sides. Hold this 
position for 20 seconds. Return to standing.

Standing Spinal Twist – Stand with your feet hip-distance apart. Rotate your upper body to the left 
by twisting your torso toward the left. Reach your right hand towards your left knee and grasp it 
lightly. Next, inhale deeply and twist further to the right. Exhale and rotate back to center. Repeat on 
the opposite direction.



Can You Get More Flexible By Stretching?

Yes, you can get more �exible by stretching. But there are some things you should know before you begin this exercise 
routine. First, if you have any injuries or health conditions, consult with your doctor before starting any new workout 
program. Second, don't expect immediate results. It takes time to build muscle mass and strength. Third, be sure to 
warm up �rst by walking slowly around the room. Fourth, remember to breathe deeply throughout the entire stretch.

If you're looking to lose weight, it's important to understand what types of foods will help you reach your goal. For 
example, eating lots of high-�ber carbs like whole grains, legumes, fruits, vegetables, nuts, seeds and yogurt may help 
you feel fuller longer so you eat less overall. This helps you control portion sizes and achieve real, sustainable weight 
loss.

Functional strength training is a type of resistance training that focuses on building strength and size without adding 
bulk. FST workouts usually include three major movements: pushups, pull-ups and squats. The goal of functional 
strength training is to build muscle groups that support everyday activities instead of just aesthetic ones.

Innovative workouts that target individual muscles and work out every part of your body are becoming increasingly 
popular among �tness buffs who want to tone up fast and look their best. One such innovative workout is the plank. 
Planks are used to strengthen the core muscles—the abdominal muscles that stabilize the spine and protect against 
injury—and they also train balance and coordination. They are especially useful when combined with variations, such as 
lying face down, kneeling or even balancing on toes and �ngers.

How Long Should You Stretch For Flexibility?

Stretching should be done slowly and gradually, so don't stretch too far or too fast. Start with �ve minutes at �rst, then 
work your way up to 10-15 minutes. If stretching feels uncomfortable, stop immediately.



Stretching helps us maintain �exibility, strength, and mobility. It also improves circulation, relieves tension and stress, 
and promotes overall well-being. However, there are different stretching exercises, and some can be harmful if done 
incorrectly.

Major muscles in the human body are stretched during physical activity, but most people do not stretch enough to 
reduce pain and prevent injuries.

Can A Non Flexible Person Become Flexible?

Yes, but it takes time. It is possible to become �exible if you will work hard at it. If you want to move your spine without 
pain or discomfort, then you must practice moving your spine every single day. You can also use a foam roller to help 
improve �exibility.

If you are looking for ways to become more �exible, then you should try yoga. Yoga is one of the best exercises for 
�exibility because it focuses on stretching muscles and improving posture. It also helps people get in touch with their 
inner selves and learn how to deal with stress.

Flexibility training is very important for anyone who wants to play sports or take part in other physical activities. People 
who have poor �exibility experience joint pain and muscle soreness after exercising.

Should You Stretch Every Day To Improve Flexibility?

Stretching is one of those things that everyone knows they should be doing but few people actually follow through with. 
It can help improve �exibility, reduce pain, and prevent injury. But there are some questions about whether stretching is 
really worth it.

There are many reasons you should stretch every day. Stretching can help improve �exibility, increase range of motion, 
reduce pain, prevent injuries, decrease muscle tension, and even boost mood. However, there are some things you 
should know before starting any stretching routine.

We can do stretching before or after a workout. It helps improve �exibility by loosening tight muscles, increasing range 
of motion, and improving circulation.

How To Stretch Legs Properly

Stretching is essential for keeping your muscles �exible and preventing injuries. It also helps improve circulation and can 
help with pain relief. There are many stretches, but here are some of the best ones for stretching your legs.

If you want to stretch your hamstrings, lie down with your knees bent at 90 degrees. Place one hand behind your head 
and gently pull it back towards your spine. Hold this pose for 30 seconds before repeating on the opposite side.

A deeper stretch for your hamstrings is to sit cross-legged on the �oor. Lean forward until your thighs rest on the 
ground. Then lift your heels off the ground and hold them there for 5-10 seconds. Repeat on the opposite leg.

To stretch your quadriceps (the large muscles near the front of your thigh), stand with feet shoulder width apart. Bend 
both knees and place your hands on your hips. Keeping your upper body still, lean forward from your waist as much as 
you comfortably can. Hold for 10-20 seconds. Repeat on the other side.

To stretch your calves, stand up straight with your arms hanging loosely at your sides. Lift your left foot off the ground 
and bend your knee so that your ankle touches your shin. Keep your heel close to your buttock and slowly raise your 
foot until your calf forms a 90-degree angle with your lower leg. Hold this position for 20-30 seconds. Repeat on the 
right leg.

The next step is to

Beginning Stretches For Flexibility Conclusion

Beginning stretches for �exibility is one of the most effective ways to improve your �exibility. Not only does it help you 
regain mobility after an injury, but it also improves your overall health and well-being.



How do beginners gain back �exibility? Beginners gain back �exibility by using stretching techniques. These techniques 
involve moving into positions that allow you to stretch your muscles and joints. So why not give it a shot today?

 

Do Flat Splits and High Kicks....No Warm-Up Needed, Plus Much More! (Video)
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Discover The 8-Minute Secret To Full Splits And How
To Boost Core Mobility Or Relieve Your Muscles!

FAST RESULTS IN 30 DAYS
BASED ON MUSCLE REFLEX! 
 

WHAT IF I told you conventional
stretching isn't just building your �exibility
at a very slow pace, but it's also secretly
sabotaging your strength, mobility and

posture? I'm going to reveal to you a
simple 8-minute routine based on

scienti�c principles such as muscle
stretch re�ex manipulation, the SAID

principle, autogenic inhibition, sequential
exercise progression and advanced

stretching protocols used successfully by
over 300,000 people. 

RESEARCH-BASED BACKED
BY OVER 100 STUDIES

Life changing results backed by more
than 100 studies and one to one trainings

with people of all ages and body types,
this program helps you gain full body

�exibility 300% to 500% faster than any
other stretching protocol and maintain
that �exibility for the rest of your life.

Proven on over 300,000 people
worldwide! Yes, right now is the moment
you've been waiting for. You're ready to
experience the bene�ts of full mobility

and high level of body control.

100% GUARANTEED RESULTS
OR YOUR MONEY BACK!

 
Over 300,000 people from all starting
positions & �tness levels have gained
signi�cant �exibility improvement, full
splits, muscular relief, core strength,

pelvic �oor & hip power. Should you not
see any results I will personally issue a
prompt and courteous refund with no

questions asked. That's right. 
For this reason, I offer a full 60 day

refund & money back guarantee that's
valid from the moment you join this

powerful stretching program!



DONE-FOR-YOU
8-MINUTE VIDEO ROUTINES SUITABLE FOR ANY AGE & BODY TYPE

Are you tired with long, ineffective stretching programs that

simply don’t provide the results they promise? Welcome to the

30 Day Hyperbolic Stretching® Video Program, the world’s

leading �exibility transformation plan that focuses on long

lasting results, safety and rapid �exibility gains, applied with

success to over 300,000 members!

Alex is famous for his fast, proven �exibility enhancement with

clients ranging from complete beginners, athletes, martial

artists, yoga practitioners, runners and weightlifters just trying

to get back in shape, drop into full splits they thought was

impossible to achieve!

Unlike all other stretching plans you will �nd online, this is a

complete and long-term �exibility improvement and

maintenance solution. Providing everything you need for long-

term success, more energy, muscle relief, con�dence, vital

energy and recovery.

The 30 day program provides a simple, intelligent and highly

effective 8-minute routines done at least 4 times per week for

rapid �exibility gains at home or in the gym. 

GET LIFETIME ACCESS
(FOR A SINGLE ONE TIME ONLY PAYMENT)!

EXCLUSIVE PRICE, 86% OFF:

$27!
One Time Only Payment for Lifetime Access. Backed By Our 60-Days Money Back Guarantee!

THIS IS A SINGLE ONE TIME PAYMENT OF $27 NO HIDDEN FEES OR RE BILLING!

The Hyperbolic Stretching® Program is provided to you instantly in online video format in a link sent to you by Clickbank. It can be accessed worldwide,

regardless of location. All videos can be easily viewed on mobiles, tablets, laptops etc.  

This price is a one-off fee with no recurring payments. You'll get lifetime access..

https://hypstretch.pay.clickbank.net/?cbitems=1&cbfid=50034&cbexit=1908&cbtimer=1031


WHAT'S INCLUDED IN THE 30 DAY FLEXIBILITY

TRANSFORMATION CHALLENGE?

GET LIFETIME ACCESS
(FOR A SINGLE ONE TIME ONLY PAYMENT)!

This program takes you through from beginner to advanced levels with special no-
equipment routines. Learn how to open and relieve you hips, power up pelvic strength
and reach your full potential for all types of center splits. Discover the little-known
secret that makes you quickly �exible, giving you control over the most di�cult moves.

Make your hamstrings and hip �exors fully elastic while increasing their strength and
power at the same time. Perfect for complete beginners and advanced practitioners, this
science-based routine will also help you relieve your back, boost your hip power and
improve your body posture.

Implement this highly effective stretching routine into your training to improve your
power, strength and gain full lower body elasticity for high velocity 180-degree split
kicks. Discover why dynamic �exibility helps increase blood circulation, maximize range
of movement and accelerate your kicking speed.

This complete upper body stretching routine is suitable for beginners and advanced
weightlifters who need to regain lost �exibility or rehabilitate from training injury.
Discover how to effectively improve �exibility of your shoulders, chest, biceps, triceps and
upper back muscles using safe and incremental approach.

This complex stretching position can dramatically increase �exibility of lower back, glutes
and hamstrings from different angle. Discover why people who can actually do full front
splits are often unable to do a full pike and how to achieve this position in less than 3
weeks even if you've never stretched before.

Effective for adults of all age categories and body types, this progressive stretching
method improves shoulder mobility and strength, powers up your lower back and makes
your abdominal muscles strong and �exible. Ability to do a full bridge also helps improve
kicking and dancing techniques, relieving spinal tension along the way.

COMPLETE SIDE SPLITS VIDEO SERIES

COMPLETE FRONT SPLITS VIDEO SERIES

DYNAMIC FLEXIBILITY FOR HIGH KICKS

COMPLETE UPPER BODY STRETCHING

PIKE MASTERY & FRONT BENDING

EASY BRIDGE & BACK BENDING



EXCLUSIVE PRICE, 86% OFF:

$27!
One Time Only Payment for Lifetime Access. Backed By Our 60-Days Money Back Guarantee!

THIS IS A SINGLE ONE TIME PAYMENT OF $27 NO HIDDEN FEES OR RE BILLING!

The Hyperbolic Stretching® Program is provided to you instantly in online video format in a link sent to you by Clickbank. It can be accessed worldwide,

regardless of location. All videos can be easily viewed on mobiles, tablets, laptops etc.  

This price is a one-off fee with no recurring payments. You'll get lifetime access.

Real Results, Real People!
Now it's your turn, start your transformation today!

https://hypstretch.pay.clickbank.net/?cbitems=1&cbfid=50034&cbexit=1908&cbtimer=1031


GET LIFETIME ACCESS
(FOR A SINGLE ONE TIME ONLY PAYMENT)!

EXCLUSIVE PRICE, 86% OFF:

$27!
One Time Only Payment for Lifetime Access. Backed By Our 60-Days Money Back Guarantee!

THIS IS A SINGLE ONE TIME PAYMENT OF $27 NO HIDDEN FEES OR RE BILLING!

The Hyperbolic Stretching® Program is provided to you instantly in online video format in a link sent to you by Clickbank. It can be accessed worldwide,

regardless of location. All videos can be easily viewed on mobiles, tablets, laptops etc. 

This price is a one-off fee with no recurring payments. You'll get lifetime access.

8-MINUTE VIDEO ROUTINES SUITABLE
FOR ANY AGE & BODY TYPE

BECOME FLEXIBLE BEFORE YOU KNOW IT!

https://hypstretch.pay.clickbank.net/?cbitems=1&cbfid=50034&cbexit=1908&cbtimer=1031




WHY IS THIS PROGRAM IS SO

UNIQUE
Guaranteed Results or Your Money Back,

Backed By Results of 300,000 People!

The 30 Day Hyperbolic Stretching Program is known as
the world’s leading stretching and �exibility method,
with 1000s of members all around the world getting
amazing results! And I guarantee them! Stick to the

simple program and you WILL achieve drastic results,
even if you’ve failed on every other (poorly presented)

program in the past! To show you how sure I am, I even
offer a FULL 60 day money back guarantee!

Follow-Along Video Program Designed For
Flexibility, Splits, Strength And Relief!

I hate long, boring exercise routines. They're not even
needed, since it's already been proven that short, more
intense training routines are more effective than long

routines done in moderate intensity. Learn how to
maximize results from short stretching sessions done
either as a standalone sets, or after your main training

workouts. You'll know exactly which stretch to do, when,
how many sets, its duration and frequency.

Advanced, Safe & Functional Flexibility
Protocol Built On Natural Muscle Re�ex!

Your muscles are already �exible enough and can be
stretched up to 130% of its resting length. For splits, you

only need 108%. So why can't you do full splits now?
Because you need to �rst overcome so-called "muscle
survival re�ex" that contracts your muscles when they
are stretched beyond usual range of motion, to protect
them. Gain control over that re�ex and trigger sudden

muscle relaxation, anytime, anywhere!

Simple, Carefully Selected Stretches
Designed For Fast Results & Hip Opening!

Unlike other stretching programs, this system uses
simple, anatomically correct and easy to do stretching

positions that are laser focused on maximizing your full
�exibility potential in shortest time possible while also

boosting muscle strength and relieving muscular
tension. All stretches are safe for beginners and

advanced athletes alike. Turn your muscles into elastic
steel pipes in just 8-minutes per day!

10 REAL-LIFE REASONS TO START
STRETCHING ...THE RIGHT WAY!

Feel relaxed and loose, yet stable and strong in your hips, legs and back, so you can
maintain positive mindset all day long.

Save time working out at home instead of traveling to exercise in gyms, dojos, yoga
studios, so you can just enjoy doing what you love.

Increase strength and �exibility of your back, legs and hips, so you can work in your
garden or at home with ease.

Increase range of motion in a safe way, so you can easily pick up and play any game or
sport with your children or grand kids.

Sleep comfortably and deeply at night without distractions that make you tired the next
day and disrupt your established routine.

Lift heavy objects with less risk of injury at any age, knowing you've become powerful and
�exible enough to safely complete task at hand.

Pave your way to a better, long-lasting body control and con�dence using the right
method of stretching and see improvements every single session!



method of stretching and see improvements every single session! 

Naturally stand taller while sitting and walking...with your body in the right con�guration
that will save and conserve your daily energy.

Regain vitality and feel good energy from simple 8-minute per day stretching sessions.
Everything comes in a simple, easy to follow done-for-you format!

DESIGNED FOR BOTH PERFORMANCE & DAILY LIFE

Ideal Start-Up Routine After Long Layoff!

Re-enter the world of exercise with this easily scalable
system that prepares your muscles for high intensity

workouts of any kind. Start slowly the �rst week or two
and progressively ramp-up intensity at your own pace,
while burning calories, gaining �exibility and boosting

muscular strength at the same time.

Greater Range Of Motion For Sports!
 

Stretching your body to become more supple and
�exible offers many physical bene�ts. Such training

allows for easier and deeper movements while building
strength and stability. Stretching your muscles and
joints leads to greater range of motion, improved

balance, and increased �exibility.

Boost Your Daily Energy Levels Using Our
'Ground Up Principle!'

Strong, �exible muscles do not contract unconsciously
when body doesn't need them. Stiff lower body muscles
are the #1 cause of poor posture and constant tension.

Pressure in hips and back quickly drains your daily
energy. Get �exible from the ground up!

Safe To Relax Your Back And Hips After
Years Of Tension!

The Hyperbolic Stretching Program is ideal if you need
to relax your back and hips indirectly and progressively.
We believe �exibility should be built from the ground up.

You'll love this non-invasive method of enhancing
strength, �exibility and mobility!

As this plan is based on years of testing which has been utilized by 1000s of
our members I am fully con�dent in you and your results. You get 60 days
money back guarantee, but will see results in 30 days ...that's a lot of time for
you to try it all out.

So, because I know the plan works, I offer a results backed guarantee if you
complete the full plan and do not get results. All you have to do is complete
the plan, and then if you’ve failed to reach complete �exibility (which is
impossible!), you can request a full refund! And we can still be friends!...

Compare it to the instructors that you may be paying for now. Do they offer
any guarantees? I do. I know this method is life-changing and honestly, I don't
want you to miss out on this opportunity.

LIFE CHANGING RESULTS IN 30 DAYS OR
YOUR MONEY BACK!

FEEDBACK/RESULTS



FROM MEMBERS



GET LIFETIME ACCESS
(FOR A SINGLE ONE TIME ONLY PAYMENT)!

EXCLUSIVE PRICE, 86% OFF:

$27!
One Time Only Payment for Lifetime Access. Backed By Our 60-Days Money Back Guarantee!

THIS IS A SINGLE ONE TIME PAYMENT OF $27 NO HIDDEN FEES OR RE BILLING!

The Hyperbolic Stretching® Program is provided to you instantly in online video format in a link sent to you by Clickbank. It can be accessed worldwide,

regardless of location. All videos can be easily viewed on mobiles, tablets, laptops etc.  

This price is a one-off fee with no recurring payments. You'll get lifetime access.

.

FREQUENTLY ASKED  QUESTIONS

When can I expect results?

You should see �rst �exibility improvement and/or relief almost immediately, especially after few initial stretching

sessions. You will see full results in 30 days if you stick to the frequency of stretching (3 times per week per muscle

group), there is no way you won't be satis�ed with the results. Results can be delayed if you don't stick to prescribed

stretching frequency (i.e. if you only stretch 1 or 2 times per week).

https://hypstretch.pay.clickbank.net/?cbitems=1&cbfid=50034&cbexit=1908&cbtimer=1031


Is it really this one price for everything?

Is it all online or sent to my home?

How do I receive access?

Will I have lifetime access?

Do I get any support?

Are there any extra fees or subscriptions?

Is this program suitable for me?

I'm outside US, can I still join?

I feel something is missing, what to do?

START YOUR 8-MINUTE ROUTINE TODAY WITH WELCOME DISCOUNT!

GET LIFETIME ACCESS
(FOR A SINGLE ONE TIME ONLY PAYMENT)!

EXCLUSIVE PRICE, 86% OFF:

$27!
One Time Only Payment for Lifetime Access. Backed By Our 60-Days Money Back Guarantee!

THIS IS A SINGLE ONE TIME PAYMENT OF $27 NO HIDDEN FEES OR RE BILLING!

The Hyperbolic Stretching® Program is provided to you instantly in online video format in a link sent to you by Clickbank. It can be accessed worldwide,

regardless of location. All videos can be easily viewed on mobiles, tablets, laptops etc.  

This price is a one-off fee with no recurring payments. You'll get lifetime access.

.

https://hypstretch.pay.clickbank.net/?cbitems=1&cbfid=50034&cbexit=1908&cbtimer=1031


More Results from Members!
Start your journey today!

RECENT REVIEWS
FROM MEMBERS

GET LIFETIME ACCESS
(FOR A SINGLE ONE TIME ONLY PAYMENT)!

EXCLUSIVE PRICE, 86% OFF:

$27!
One Time Only Payment for Lifetime Access. Backed By Our 60-Days Money Back Guarantee!

https://hypstretch.pay.clickbank.net/?cbitems=1&cbfid=50034&cbexit=1908&cbtimer=1031


THIS IS A SINGLE ONE TIME PAYMENT OF $27 NO HIDDEN FEES OR RE BILLING! 

The Hyperbolic Stretching Program is provided to you instantly in online video format in a link sent to you by Clickbank. It can be accessed worldwide,

regardless of location. All videos can be easily viewed on mobiles, tablets, laptops etc. 

This price is a one-off fee with no recurring payments. You'll get lifetime access.
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GENERALLY EXPECTED RESULTS FROM OUR PROGRAMS AND OTHER PRODUCTS: Although our products are intended to be fully implemented, and we work
hard to ensure it's easy to do so, the typical user of virtually all education products treats them in much the same way they treat a book. The vast majority read or
skim through it once, then do not implement the program or take any recommended action based. The results of our exercise methodology are intangible, and not
measured in fat loss, muscle gain, abdominal de�nition, or other positive results of any kind. And even when consumers implement our product in full, more often
than not they do not report increases in fat loss, muscle gain, abdominal de�nition, or other positive results of any kind. Reports of speci�c fat loss, muscle gain,
abdominal de�nition, or any positive results of any kind should therefore be understood as the exception rather than the rule. Consumers who use our products

can generally expect not to see any increase in fat loss, muscle gain, abdominal de�nition, or positive results of any kind. It is entirely possible you will gain fat, lose
muscle, lose abdominal de�nition, and experience other negative outcomes as a result of the advice contained in our products.

TESTIMONIALS DISCLAIMER: Testimonials found at hyperbolicstretching.com or hyperbolicstretching.net are unveri�ed results that have been forwarded to us by
users of Hyperbolic Stretching programs, and may not re�ect the typical purchaser's experience (as are described above,) may not apply to the average person

and are not intended to represent or guarantee that anyone will achieve the same or similar results. If we have disclosed typical results based on information
provided to us by a manufacturer or other reputable third party source, you should presume that the typical results as stated are more reliable than the

testimonials and other examples found at hyperbolicstretching.com or hyperbolicstretching.net. However, you should always perform due diligence and not take
such results at face value. We are not responsible for any errors or omissions in typical results information supplied to us by manufacturers or other reputable
third parties. If a product or service is new, you understand that it may not have been available for purchase long enough to provide an accurate results history.

Again, it is possible that even with perfect use of the program, you will not achieve the results described in testimonials. They are meant to be a showcase of the
best results the program has produced, and should not be taken as the results a typical user will get. 
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clearance from your physician or health care provider. The information contained within is not intended to provide speci�c physical or mental health advice, or any
other advice whatsoever, for any individual and should not be relied upon in that regard. We are not medical professionals and nothing on this website should be
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